CASE STUDY
Client: Australasia’s leading online
university
Re-designing law courses for online learning in
collaboration with subject matter experts

OVERVIEW
For a number of years, Curio has partnered with one of Australasia’s leading online universities which
provides industry-led courses focused on the future of work, driven by industry partners at the
forefront of their fields. When it came to creating a Graduate Certificate in Law and Emerging
Technology, they came up against a classic problem - insufficient availability of academic and
learning design resource to support and translate the common discursive experience of a law course
into an asynchronous online course. The University therefore appointed Curio to design and provide
online facilitation for three law courses: Innovative Legal Practice, Law and Policy for Emerging
Technology, and Data and Privacy in the Digital Age. Curio’s operating model allowed collaboration
through ‘hand-picked’ services to achieve specific project objectives and goals. These services
included:
• learner-centred learning design expertise
• academic support and latest industry knowledge via highly qualified Curio subject matter experts
(SME)
• online teaching and assessment by Curio Academy facilitators delivered via a Canvas LMS.

OUR APPROACH
Curio customises the approach to each course design and development project, assembling the
capability set required for success. This approach provides sufficient flexibility to operate alongside
existing internal capabilities and ways of working, while maintaining a strong core project governance
structure and process. In this case, the courses were developed in parallel, with Curio learning
architects and learning designers working closely with subject matter experts, internal university staff,
and key industry partners. The university’s academic staff maintained oversight of academic quality
and rigor, ensuring the level of learning in each course was appropriately aligned to qualification
specifications and that internal accreditation requirements were satisfied.
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HUMAN CENTRED LEARNING DESIGN
Course development with subject matter expert input

Human-centred learning design and development
A focus on activity-based learning enabled students to begin to apply to their learning throughout the
courses and move from knowledge acquisition to higher-order levels of thinking. To effectively
engage students and develop their competency with the material, learning experiences were
articulated through assimilative, social, productive, experiential and meta-cognitive learning types.
The transformation of knowledge acquisition into knowledge application granted Curio the
opportunity to deliver an exceptional learning program that challenged students to attain high-level
thinking and be responsible for the creation of their own learning objects. Curio’s development team
prepared all learning materials in the client’s Canvas platform, in close cooperation with in-house
educational technologists.

Subject matter expert involvement
All three courses required sector-specific subject
matter expertise to ensure the activity-based learning
was as authentic as possible. Curio recruited and
engaged highly specialised SMEs* in industry roles to
collaborate with our learning design team to design
learning materials, tasks and assessments. The Curio
team and SMEs worked together closely to ensure the
learning materials followed best practice in pedagogy
and online instruction for high engagement, whilst
providing a rigorous learning experience grounded in
the latest industry knowledge and trends.

*SME - Subject matter expert. An individual who has a deep understanding and knowledge in a
particular subject area. All Curio SMEs are qualified to high academic standards and their role varies
according to requirements. They can write content for courses freeing the internal academic to meet
other requirements. They can also provide expert opinions, ideas and knowledge to ensure content
meets any existing legalisation, standards and best practices which are crucial to the course in
development.
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FACILITATION
Delivered by experienced online facilitators

Expert online delivery
To support students and provide industry expertise,
Curio provided online facilitators to teach these three
law courses across multiple teaching periods. All
recruited facilitators hold either a LLM or PhD plus
online facilitation and industry experience. Recruited
via Sessions (mysessions.co) and managed within
the Curio Academy, all law facilitators were able to
engage in multiple upskilling activities and learn from
others within the online community. The thorough
recruitment process and continuous learning
underpins the success for high levels of student
satisfaction and facilitator feedback across all
courses. All three courses have received exceptional
levels of student feedback and engagement.

OUTCOME
• Three courses delivered to high standards on budget and within demanding time frame
• Exceptional teaching by Curio facilitators across the entire Graduate Certificate in Emerging
Technology and Law receiving student evaluations in the 80-90 percentile for the university
• Embedding of best practice in online learning experience within university courses

Connect with us
If you would like to find out more about this
project or other Curio work get in touch at:

london@curio.co
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